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1. The Panel will conduct a one day hearing by video conference (the “Hearing”) on Saturday, February 27, 2016, beginning at 9:00 a.m. EST, and concluding no later than 5:00 p.m. EST.

2. There will be no live percipient or expert witness testimony of any kind permitted at the hearing. Nor may a party attempt to produce new or additional evidence. Only the parties’ prior written witness statements and documents previously produced will be considered by the Panel. The Panel will hear argument and ask questions of counsel.

3. Claimant will be given up to two and one-half hours, to be divided between an opening presentation and a closing presentation as Claimant sees fit. Respondent shall be given up to two and one-half hours to be divided between a rebuttal to Claimant’s opening presentation and a sur-rebuttal as Respondent sees fit. A lunch break will be taken between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. EST. The remaining two hours are set aside for questions from the Panel.

4. The parties will notify the Panel no later than February 1, 2016, whether the parties will arrange for 1) a stenographic transcript of the proceeding, and/or 2) a video recording of the proceeding, and, if a video recording will be prepared, whether it will be archived.

5. No later than 6:00 p.m. EST, February 10, 2016, each party will provide to the Panel and to the other side, the documents on which it intends to rely at the Hearing.

6. No later than 6:00 p.m. EST, February 17, 2016, each party will identify any additional documents upon which it intends to rely and will provide copies of such documents to the Panel.

7. No later than 6:00 p.m. EST, February 23, each party will provide to the Panel and to the other side any Power Points and exhibits related thereto and/or referenced therein.

8. The Panel requests that in each party’s presentation at the hearing, it address the burden of proof as to each subject to be addressed, including the three areas of focus set forth in the ICANN Bylaws, Article IV, Section 3, paragraph 4.

9. Following completion of the hearing, the Panel will determine whether it will entertain post-hearing written submissions, and, if any, what subjects it would like
such submissions to address. After considering the evidence adduced prior to the hearing, the parties' arguments at the hearing, and any post-hearing submissions, the Panel will issue its written Determination in this matter.

On behalf of the Panel,

[Signature]

M. Scott Donahey, Chair